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Teachers and Counselors: Does it seem to you that you are seeing more and more seriously emoti

This article covers some of the updated mental health information we give out in our popular P
There are a few explanations for what you may already have noticed. First, many settings such

Late last year, you may have read in your local newspaper a summary of the US Surgeon General’
The Bottom Line: If you are not a mental health professional, but you work with kids, you may

This background will also help you know when to access help from a mental health professional.

If you are a mental health professional you may also want to check your skills too. We are alw

We also need more groups like IYI in Indiana, and the Family Resource Centers in Kentucky IYI,

Sadly, most of us lack a Family Resource Center worker or an IYI to turn to. Your challenge be
** Strike the Balance

Especially in this age of widespread, mandated education performance testing, teachers can fee
** When I’m Not Sure What to Do

A good general guideline for anytime that you just don’t know for sure how to work with a chil
** But I Have to Be Fair

You may worry that if you give a troubled child extra time to complete a task, for example, th
** They Can Take It

Some youth professionals will tell you that the child can "take it." The truth is that you hav
** These Children Are Manipulating the Adults

While some emotionally disturbed children are very adept at manipulation, many emotionally dis

For more specific techniques to use with troubled youth, consider our "Child’s Guide to Surviv
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